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Protecting Private Homes from Drones
Here at Drone Defence are now receiving increasing
reports of drones being used being used by criminals and
paparazzi to scope out and take pictures of private
estates and large houses. We consider this use of drone
technology to be highly worrying.
The threats posed using drones in this way could be far
reaching from simply your next-door neighbours playing
with their new toy to professional criminal gangs
conducting surveillance for a future break-ins or
kidnappings.
Although the criminal threat is real the more likely drone
risk comes from journalists or neighbours who could
capture images or video you would wish to keep private. Parties and family events are very tempting
targets for inquisitive drone users.
Drone sales are increasing worldwide with UK retailer, Maplins forecasting that 40,000 high value
(£500+) drones will be sold in 2017 alone. The problem is increasing and the threats posed by the
technology will increase too.
Both the White House in Washington DC and the Japanese PM’s Residency have been subject to
rogue drones in in recent years. Even Her Majesty, The Queen, has imposed ‘No Drone Zones’ over
some of her estates.

What can you do?
If you know that there is a drone in the area then you can
respond by your security staff taking operational measures
or you can act yourself. But without a warning the first
time you would know about the drone is when it is
overhead and has taken the pictures/video it needs.
With a 60 second warning, you have enough time to respond.

How do we do it?
Drone Defence can install the latest passive drone detection technology which ‘listens’ for the radio
frequencies emitted by drones when in flight up to 1km away, 24 hours per day in any weather. Our
systems are self-contained, easy to use and cost effective to run. We would install our system into
your Security Office or integrate it into your existing Security Management System.
Our systems require no special licenses and will not interfere with other radio devices.
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How much does it cost?
This very much depends on the site, however for planning purposes a budget of £25,00035,000+VAT would be reasonable. Ongoing costs are £695+VAT per month for software updates,
24-hour maintenance callout and annual testing.

Next Steps
If our drone detection system sounds of interest then we suggest that we put in place a nondisclosure agreement and conduct a complete proposal for you. Once the NDA is in place we can
conduct a full quote and begin the installation.

The Process

Site Planning

Installation

Drone Defence experts conduct extensive site
planning to understand likely threat and best
locations for the detection equipment.

Highly qualified, discrete, trusted and security
cleared personnel will install the system
unobtrusively.

Commissioning

Drone Report

Once the equipment has been installed it is
commissioned using by a series of Standard
Application Tests with multiple drones.

If required Drone Defence can produce periodic
drone reports for evidential purposes. These
reports can be used to inform further actions.

If required we can also designate the area as a ‘NoDroneZone’ and inform the drone community that
they should not fly their drone in this airspace.
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System Architecture

View Station
•

In Security Office
• Integrated Into SMS
• Visual Interface

Server
•

•

Universal Power Supply
• Linux Server
• PoE+ Injector
110-240V Power Input

Radio Frequency Sensor
•
•
•

Passive Detection
Placed in Roof Space
IP67 Weatherproofing
• Up to 1km Range

Summary
If you would like to know more about how Drone Defence can help provide a drone detection
system for you then please get in touch. We are experts in delivering safe solutions for our clients
and have a track history of providing first class service. We are trusted, world-wide, to provide
counter drone solutions from military applications to events and Royal Family protection.
Visit our website www.dronedefence.co.uk for more information or call +44 (0) 843 289 2805
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